THE QANTAS GROUP

Graphic: Qantas aircraft flying with introductory text, ‘A day in the life of Qantas Group’.

Time-lapse of an airport terminal with text, ‘We move over 160,000 passengers…’

Montage of numerous Qantas Group aircraft flying with text, ‘…on over 1000 passenger flights’.

Various pictures of food and produce with text, ‘We serve over 133,000 meals’.

Time-lapse of ground handling vehicle and worker with text, ‘We move over 73,000 pieces of luggage…’

Camera pans showing ground handling Qantas Freight operations with text, ‘… and over 4,000 shipments of freight’.

Time-lapse of a populated baggage carousel with text, ‘2,000 new members join our Frequent Flyer programs… and over 17,000 rewards are enjoyed’.

Time-lapse of mechanics working on a Qantas aircraft stationed in a hangar with text, ‘We spend over 4,200 hours maintaining our fleet… in over 30 ports around the world.’

Time-lapse of a Qantas aircraft parked at a gate with text, ‘And tomorrow we’ll do it again’.

Wide frame video of numerous Qantas aircraft at airport with Qantas Group logo as text on screen.